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The entry process in an industry embodying more or less close substitutes is 
considered. One examines whether the increase in the number of substitutes 
induces pure competition when prices are chosen noncooperatively. It is shown 
that there exists an upper bound on the number of firms which can compete in 
the market: when this upperbound is reached, any further entry entails the exit 
of an existing firm. In spite of this fact, new entries imply the decrease of prices 
to the competitive ones. 

Since Cournot [3], there has been a long-standing tradition according to 
which entry into a homogeneous market, where oligopolists use quantity 
strategies, restores pure competition (see, for instance, [5] or [7]). Intuitively, 
when the number of firms increases, the ability of each oligopolist to alter the 
value of the inverse demand function through his own strategic choice must 
necessarily diminish, and vanishes at the limit. By contrast, if the firms use 
price strategies on the same market, it has been known since Bertrand [I] 
that pure competition obtains already with two firms. Clearly the loss induced 
by undercutting the competitor’s price is broadly compensated by capturing 
the whole demand. With Hotelling [4] and Chamberlin [2], the idea was 
developed that firms operate through product differentiation in order to avoid 
price competition “a la Bertrand.” Nevertheless, within such a context, the 
problem remains open whether, by analogy with the homogeneous case, the 
increase in the number of substitutes in the industry induces pure competition 
when prices are chosen noncooperatively. 

In order to deal with this problem, the approach employed for the homo- 
geneous case suggests starting out with an entry process where the entrants 
arrive in the industry with products which are more or less close substitutes 
for the existing ones, and then studying the asymptotic behavior of non- 
cooperative prices when the number of entrants tends to infinity. It is the 
purpose of this article to show through an example that this procedure 
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cannot be transposed as such to the case of a differentiated industry with 
price strategies. 

Our example suggests that the number of firms which can coexist in a 
diflerentiated industry cannot exceed a jnite value n* (in our example, the 
number n* is determined by a set of parameters which describe our simple 
economy, inspired by a previous work of the authors [6]). Surprisingly, if 
more than n* firms try to remain on the market, they will necessarily jostle 
each other, and this struggle will provoke the exit of one of them. Still more 
surprising is that this upper bound on the number ofjirms does not preclude 
that entry reinforces the tendency towardpure competition. 

In fact, the entry process decomposes into three successive phases. The 
first one corresponds to the situation where the number of firms is such that 
the whole market is not supplied at the equilibrium prices. The second 
obtains when the whole market is served, but where room is left for the entry 
of some additional firms. In the third, and last, phase, the number of potential 
firms is larger than n*. It will be shown that in both the first and second 
phases, new entries entail decreases in prices of the products already sold on 
the market. As for the third phase, a new entry is now necessarily accompanied 
by the exit of another firm. But, in spite of the fixed number of firms still 
allowed on the market, equilibrium prices must necessarily decrease to the 
competitive ones when the number of entrants increases. 

Finally, it must be noted that competition can also be restored with means 
other than the number of firms, because product differentiation adds a new 
dimension to the rivalry among firms. Our example suggests that, more than 
from the number of firms, perfect competition could emerge from the close 
substitutability among the products, thus confirming the “objection peremp- 
toire” of Bertrand against Cournot. 

The authors have recently proposed a model for dealing with a situation 
of differentiated duopoly [6]. Its extension to an arbitrary number of firms 
can provide a natural framework for settling an example in which the above 
questions can be discussed. 

Imagine an industry constituted by n firms, indexed by k, k = l,..., n; 
firm k sells, at no cost, product k; all these products are more or less close 
substitutes for each other. Let T = [0, l] be the set of consumers, which 
are assumed to be ranked in T by order of increasing income, and let the 
income R(t) of consumer t E T be given by 

R(t) = R, + R,t, R, > 0, R, > 0. 

Consumers are also assumed to make indivisible and mutually exclusive 
purchases. Thus if consumer t decides to buy one of the products, k, he buys 
that product only, and a single unit of it. 
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Let us denote by u(k, R) the utility of having one unit of product k and an 
income R, and by ~(0, R) the utility of having no unit of any product and an 
income R. In our example we take the further specification1 

u(k, R) = uk - R = u1 . [I + “(k - l)] . R, 01 3 0, (1) 

and 

with u1 > u0 > 0. 

~(0, R) = u,, . R (2) 

In this specification, uk is a “utility index” which ranks the quality of the 
products: if k > h, product k is more desired than product h. The parameter 
01 is a measure of the substitutability between products k; thus, for iy. = 0 
all products are perfect substitutes, and substitutability decreases when 01 
increases. 

Let yii be the price quoted by oligopolist k; product k would be bought by 
customer t rather than product j, j # k, if and only if 

u(k R(t) - pd = ~1 - [l + 4k - l)I@, + R,t - PIJ 
> ~1 * 11 + 4.i - Ol(R, + R,t - pi) = 4.L R(t) -PA. 

(3) 
To be sure that t buys product k, we must further have 

u(k, R(t) - PA = ~1 * [l + 4k - l)l(R, + &t - PIJ 
> uo - (R, + R,t) = 40, R(t)). (4) 

(The consumer must prefer to buy product k rather than nothing.) 
In what follows we want to characterize a noncooperative price equilibrium 

for the above framework. By this we mean an n-tuple of prices such that no 
firm can increase its profit by any unilateral deviation and such that each of 
the n products obtains a positive market share. To this end, let us derive the 
contingent demand function for each oligopolist, under the assumption that 
each of the n firms has a positive market share. Let Mk( & ,..,, pk ,..., jin) be 
the market share of firm k defined by 

Mk( F1 ,..., pIc ,..., &) = (t 1 t buys product k at prices ( p1 ,..., pk ,...., p,)}, 

and let (t, 7) be a pair of consumers such that t < T (which implies that t is 
poorer than T). Using (I), it is easily seen that if t chooses to buy product k, 
then T will not choose to buy a product k - j of lower quality, with j E 

1 Note that this formulation does not imply any restriction with respect to our analysis 
in [6], when n = 2. 
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u,..., k - l}. Similarly, again using (l), if T chooses to buy product k, then 
t will not choose to buy a product k + j of higher quality, withj E { l,.. ., n-k;. 
It follows that MIc( PI ,..., pk ,..., &) is defined by an interval I, of [0, I] and 
that the intervals Ik are ranked from the left to the right of [0, l] in an increas- 
ing order. Given our hypothesis that each consumer of brand k buys only a 
single unit of that product, the contingent demand function of oligopolist 
k is equal to the length of the interval I, . To determine that length, it is 
sufficient to identify both extremities of Ik . First, let k be a product such 
that 1 < k < H. The lower extremity of Ik is given by the consumer who is 
just indifferent between buying product k or product k - 1, since by assump- 
tion all the firms are on the market. Similarly the upper extremity is defined 
by the consumer who is just indifferent between purchasing product k or 
product k + 1. According to (3), the lower and upper extremities of Ik are 
consequently given by 

tk@l ,..., pk ,..., lid = 
UkPk - Uk-#k-l Rl -- 

def (uk - U&l) R, R:! 

and 

(5) 

(6) 

so that the demand function p[Mk( F1 ,..., pk ,..., pn)] is equal to 

,dMk( Fl ~“‘3 Pk ,***P &)I = tkfd h ,*.., Pk ,*..P hz) - fk( PI Y..*, &z). c7) 

Let us now consider the case of product n. Since no brand of higher quality 
exists, the upper extremity of I, is provided by the richest customer t = 1, so 
that the demand function of oligopolist n is given by 

= , _ %aPn - %a-1Pn-1 + Sf 

tun - un-1) R, 
(8) 

2 

Finally let us envision the case of product 1. Since no brand of lower quality 
is offered and if the whole market is not served, the lower extremity of I, is 
provided by the consumer who is just indifferent between buying product 1 or 
buying nothing, i.e., using (4) with k = 1, 

tltpl >..., pk ,...) &a) = 
UlPl Rl --. 

def (ul - uo) R2 R, ’ 

the demand function of oligoplist 1 is then given by 

(9) 

tLI”ltpl ,a.., Pk ,.*., Pa)] = t,(p, ,*.., Pk ,..., &I) - t,(p, ,..., jk ,..., &). (10) 
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On the other hand, if the whole market is served, the lower extremity of I1 
is defined by the poorest customer t = 0, so that the demand function of 
oligopolist 1 is then equal to 

Denote by Pk( j& ,..., pk ,..., fin) = pk * &&( j& ,..., pk ,..., &)] the profit 

function of firm k. A noncooperative price equilibrium is defined as an n-tuple 
of prices (pf ,..., p$ ,..., pifE) such that no firm k can increase its profit by any 
unilateral deviation from pi when other firms j stick to prices pT, j # k, and 
,sb[kf,(pT ,..., p; ,..., Pf)] > 0, tJ k = I,..., ?I.’ 

Let us now determine the equilibrium prices, successively, when the whole 
market is not served (~~==, ~[hfk(pf,...,p~)] < 1) and when it is entirely 
served tK=, p[~k(pf,-., p@] = 1). In the first case, the demand functions 
are described by (7), (8), and (10). Assuming that there exists a noncoopera- 
tive price equilibrium, the following first-order conditions must be satisfied: 

aPI, = (1 + c4 u,p,*,, - 31 + 4k - 111 ug;c* 
%k (D:,....P;, a%& 

31 + 4k - 111 U~P: - t1 + 4k - 31 U,P:-I _ = M% o 7 

k = 2,..., II - 1, 

6p, 1 a1 + + - 111 w: - [1 + = 4 - 31 u,PZ-I _ ZPn 
(“f,..,*“$ au,& 

++o, 
2 

* The contingent demand functions we have derived above are only valid in the restricted 
domains of price strategies for which all the n oligopolists obtain a positive market share. 
Without this assumption the possibility should indeed be recognized that, for any group 
of products, n-tuples of prices can be found which would cancel the demand for any 
product in that group. Nevertheless, it can be shown that the equilibrium prices calculated 
in the restricted domains are in fact equilibrium prices over the whole domains. The reason 
is that the profit function of each oligopolist is quasi-concave over the whole domain of 
its strategies, so that a local best reply is also a global one. This subject will be dealt in a 
forthcoming paper. 
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which reduce to the system of difference equations: 

(1 + a4 - 4) Pz* - 2k - %> + 4 PC = 0, 

(1 + 4 P;c*,l - 4P + 4k - I>1 pk” + El + 4t - 2)l PC-1 = 0, 

k = 2,..., n - 1, 

-31 + a(n - ~>lpi=z + [I + +I - 211 PL = -a(& + R,). 

Using the change of variables defined by 

xk = [1 + 4k - I)]& (12) 

the above system can be rewritten as 

(Ul - u&x2 - 2[(u, - UJ + 4 Xl = 0, 

xk+l - 4& + xk-1 = 0, k = 2,..., n - 1, 
-2x,, + x,-l = --(R, + R,), 

the solution of which is 

with 

xk = A,(2 + 31/2)k + l&(2 - 31/2)k 

An = 
a(2 - 31/2)[31/2(u, - UJ + 2au,](R, + R,) 

( 
(3u, - 3u,, + 2 * 31/2aul)(2 + 31i2)‘+l 

- (3u, - 3u,, - 2 - 31/2au,)(2 - 3112)‘+1 ) 

and 

&a = 
a(2 + 31/2)[31/2(u1 - uo) - 2wl](Rl + R,) 

( 
(3ul - 3u, + 2 . 31/2ciul)(2 + 31/2)n-1 

- (3u, - 3u, - 2 . 31/2aul)(2 - 31/2)“-1 1 

Given (12), we finally obtain 

” = [I + a;k - I)] 
[A,(2 + 31/2)k: + &(2 - 31/2)k]. (13) 

These prices are only valid when the whole market is not served. In order to 
guarantee that this condition is satisfied, we must have, in particular, that 
the equilibrium price pT for oligopolist 1 obtained from (13) is larger than 
[(ul - u,)/u,] R, (by (4) with k = l), i.e., 

2u,a 3112 

( 
3(u1 - u,)[(2 + 31/y-1 - (2 - 31/2)+1] * (14) 

+ 2u,a 3’/“[(2 + 3l/7-1 + (2 - 31/z)“-1 - 11 > 
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In the case where the whole market is served, the demand functions are 
defined by (7), (S), and (11). Hence an interior noncooperative price equilib- 
rium must verify the first-order conditions 

3Pk (1 + 4 u,d+, - 31 4 4k - 1)l u,P,* = 
%k (q,...,Z)$ aulR1 

2[1 + a(k - l)] u,p,*- El + 4k - 2)] WA - 
au,& 

= O 3 

k = 2,..., n, 

ap, 
I aP73 ( 

= 1 _ 211 + CY(n - l)] u,px - [l + 4n - 2)l UlPL 
9f....,P$ ffUlR2 

-12-0, 
2 

which, for the change of variables (12), are equivalent to the system of 
difference equations 

x2 - 2x, = olR, , 

xk+l - 4x, + xk-1 = 0, k = 2,..., n - 1, PI 
-2x, + x,pl = --(RI + R,), 

whose solution is given by 

XI, = 42 + 3l’Z)L + &(2 - 31’2)” 

with 
A, = (3 - 2 * 3”2>[42 - 319n-1 RI - a(R1 + Ra)] 

n 3[(2 + 3112)*-1 - (2 - 3V)n-11 

and 
B, = (3 + 2 - 31/2)[cx(2 + 31’2)“-1 RI - a(R, + R,)] 

1E 3[(2 + 3112)n-1 - (2 - 31/2)+1-j 

so that p$ is defined by 

” = [I + n;k - l)] [A;(2 + 31’2)” + Bh(2 - 39k]. (15) 

These prices are only valid when the market is entirely served and when 
each oligopolist gets a positive market share. To this effect, the equilibrium 
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price p? of oligopolist 1 given by (15) must be smaller than or equal 
Ku1 - ~o>/~ll & , i.e., 

to 

2u,a 3112 
c 3(U, - U&2 + + 319-r - (2 - 39-11 1 <g 2 ( 

ula 3’/“[(2 + 319n-1 + (2 

- 

3V2)+l 

- 

21 

and PIM~PT,..., pz ,..., pz)] must be positive, i.e., 

g< 
2 

(2 + 3112)~ + F2 - 31/z)“-1 - 2 * 

,161 

So far, we have characterized equilibrium prices in an industry embodying 
IZ firms selling products whose respective utility indices satisfy relationship 
(1). Equipped with this framework, we may now study the change in prices 
and market shares when the number of firms increases. To proceed in that 
direction, we shall assume that new firms always enter the market with 
higher-quality products, namely, that the (n + 1)st firm enters the market 
with a utility index u,+~ equal to (1 + oln) ur .3 

To begin with, let us assume that the starting number IZ of firms is such that 
the whole market is not served. In this case, we know that condition (14) must 
hold and that equilibrium prices are given by (13). Defining Fi as the largest 
integer for which condition (14) is verified, it means that II < K If a new 
firm enters, then either II + 1 is still smaller than or equal to 6, or n + 1 is 
greater than FL In the first alternative, it is easily verified that the “after-entry” 
equilibrium prices for existing firms, still given by (13), are smaller than the 
“pre-entry” equilibrium prices. Consequently, as long as the whole market is 
not served, equilibrium prices form a decreasing sequence of the number of 
the new entrants. In the second alternative, the whole market is served. 
Assuming that an interior noncooperative price equilibrium is observed with 
(% + 1) firms (which is fulfilled if condition (16) holds for g + I), the equilib- 
rium prices are then given by (15). Computing 3p’p2/&1 from (15), we obtain 
the result that, as soon as the whole market is served, equilibrium prices 
again form a decreasing sequence when the number of entrants increases. 

Our major finding is that this entry process cannot allow a continuously 
increasing number of firms with a positive market share. Indeed, for all the 
firms already on the market to maintain a positive share, we know that condi- 
tion (17), among others, must be satisfied. As the right-hand side of (17) is a 
decreasing function of n, there exists a maximal number, say n*, of firms for 

* Although the use of this particular entry process entails some loss of generality, that 
loss is comparable with the loss of generality which follows from assuming that all firms are 
identical, a hypothesis usually made in the theory of entry with homogeneous products. 
Moreover, analogous processes are considered in the recent literature in location theory 
(see, for instance, [S]). 
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which (17) can still hold. For it > n *, the converse of (17) must be verified: 
income disparities, as expressed in our model by the value of R, , are no 
longer sufficient to sustain an industry embodying a larger number of firms. 
In other words, the income distribution determines endogenously the maximal 
number of products which defines the industry. It is our belief that the number 
n* can be viewed as a kind of long-run equilibrium number of firms in the 
sense that, when this number is reached, no room is left for a larger number 
of products. 

Does it mean that no other firm with a higher-quality product can enter 
when the long-run equilibrium number n* is reached? The answer is no. 
Indeed the entry of a new firm can take place, provided, however, that it is 
accompanied by the exit of another. Assume that a firm selling a product 
with utility index u~*+~ = (1 + an*) u1 decides to enter. It then follows from 
the definition of n* that at least one other firm must necessarily obtain a null 
market share at the after-entry equilibrium. In fact, it can be shown that only 
one firm must exit at the after-entry equilibrium and that it can be only firm 1 
(see the proposition given in the Appendix). Consequently, after entry of 
firm IZ* + I, the industry again embodies n* firms, but now with indices 
CL., n* + I}. More generally, the entry of firm IZ* + m, with utility index 
u~*+~ = [I + a@* + m - I)] ul, would similarly lead to an industry 
profile defined by the firms {m + I,..., n* + m}. Interestingly, the after-entry 
equilibrium prices form a sequence decreasing to the competitive prices as the 
number m of new entrants increases. Indeed, the equilibrium price of firm k is 
given by 

1 
” = 1 + cu(k - 1) [A;*(2 + 3l9-m + &*(2 - 31’z)k-m], 

with k = m + I,..., m + n* (again see the proposition of the Appendix). 
Among other things, this result implies that we may observe low prices in an 
industry embodying a fixed, and possibly small, number of firms provided m 
is large enough. 

Let us illustrate the whole process we have just described when the long-run 
equilibrium number n* is equal to 2. Let firm 1 initially be a monopolist in 
the industry and sell a product with utility index u1 . By the choice rule (4) with 
k = I, one easily checks that the market share M,(p,) is defined by the inter- 
val Z1 whose lower and upper extremities are respectively given by 

tdpd = Max I 0, UlPl Rl -_ 
@I - 6 & & I 

and 1. The demand function ~[M,(p,)] faced by firm 1 is then 

Min ],I-- 
I (ul 2;) Rz + 21’ 
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Assuming RJR, < 1, a simple calculation shows that the monopoly price is 
equal to J&u1 - uO)/ul](R1 + R2). Since, at this price, all the consumers are 
not served, room is left for entry of firm 2 with utility index U, = (1 + a) a1 . 
Assuming also that condition (16) holds for it = 2, namely, 

we deduce from the above that the whole market is supplied at the equilib- 
rium prices 

M2 - RI) 
PC= 3 and @R2 + RI) 

Pz* = 3(1 + a) ; 

consequently, E = 1.4 Suppose further that condition (17) is not fulfilled 
for 12 = 3, namely, that 8 < RJR, ; accordingly, n * = 2. Hence under the 
hypothesis 

I 
1 R, 

max 3(u,-;)+au, ‘6 1 GK<l, 

two firms, and only two firms, may remain in the industry forever. If firm 3 
with utility index us = (1 + 2cr) a1 would in turn enter the market, then a 
new equilibrium would emerge at which firm 1 has been enforced to exit, 
with prices 

G2 - 4) 

Pz* - 3(1 + a) and 42R2 + 4) 

P3* = 3(1 + 24 .5 

It remains to study the role of substitutability among the products at the 
equilibrium. First note that, whatever the fixed number of products, a value 
of 01 sufficiently small exists for condition (16) to be satisfied. In this case, 
equilibrium prices are then given by (15). Second, these equilibrium prices 
form a decreasing sequence which converges to zero as the substitutability 
between products increases, that is, as 01 tends to zero. As stated above, pure 
competition is the limit of a process where products become more and more 
homogeneous. At the limit this is nothing else but the “objection peremptoire” 
of Bertrand against Cournot. 

APPENDIX 

PROPOSITION. Let q and m be two arbitrary integers such that q < m + 1 
and let the firms defined by the set of indices {q,..., n”,..., n* + m>. A non- 

4 A more extensive discussion of the market solution for n = 2 is contained in [6]. 
6 This illustration shows that the long-run equilibrium number is not necessarily very 

large. A priori, to any value of n, there corresponds an income distribution which authorizes 
a number of firms at most equal to this value. Possibly, with a high degree of income 
dispersion, a large number of products will be observed. 
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cooperative price equilibrium involves exactly n*jirmsgiven by the set of indices 
{m + I,..., n* + m>. Furthermore, the equilibrium price of jirm k, with 
k = m + l,..., n* + m is given by 

1 
” = 1 + or(k - 1) * [A&(2 + 39’c-” + &*(2 - 31’2)“~“I. (18) 

Proof. Assume that the firms defined by {q,..., n* + m} have a positive 
market share at the equilibrium and that the firms defined by {l,..., q - l} 
have been put out of business. In this case, the equilibrium prices must 
verify the following first-order conditions: 

(1 + %I) Pa*+1 - 2[1 + o1(q - l)] p,* - olRl = 0, 

(1 + 4 P;C*+~ - 4[1 + a(k - I)1 P; + [l + a(k - 211 pii-1 = 0, 
k = q + 1 *es n* + m - 

4R1 + R,) - 211 + ah* + m - 111 P:*+~ 

+ [l + IX@* + m - 2)] P:*+~-~ = 0. 

Using the change of variables defined by (12), we obtain 

x,+1 - 2x, - ciRl = 0, 

xk+l - 4xk + x,+1 = 0, k = q + l,..., n* + m - 1, 

4R, + 4) - ktq,,, + x,*+,-l = 0. 

Furthermore, setting j = k - q + 1 yields the system 

x2 - 2x, - olR, = 0, 

xi+1 - 4xj + xi-1 = 0, j = 2,..., n* + m - 4, 

G, + RJ - 2xn*+m--a+1 + xn*+m-q = 0. 

1, 

(31 

{4] 

This system is identical to system {2}, with n = n* + m - q + 1, so that 
its solution is given by 

xj = A;*+,-,+1(2 + 39. + Bn*+,-,+,(2 - 3l’2)i, 

j=l ,.**)I n*+m-q+l, 

i.e., 

Xk = A;*+m-*+1(2 + 31’2)k-*+1 + B;*+,-g+1(2 - 31’7”-*+1, 

k = q,..., n* + m, 
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which leads to 

1 
P,* = 1 + cx(k - 1) 

* [L4;*+m-(1+42 + 31’yg+l + Bn*+,-,,I(2 - 3y-n+y. (19) 

By definition of a noncooperative price equilibrium, each firm must have a 
positive market share. In particular, this must be true for firm q, so that 

* 
%+1 PIIt - u,,p; > aR, . 

The latter condition is verified if and only if condition (17) holds for 
n* + m - 4 + 1, which is impossible as long as q < m + 1. Consequently, 
firm 4 cannot afford a positive market share. As a similar argument applies to 
firms k = q + l,..., k = m, exactly n* firms, namely, the firms defined by 
{m + L..., n* + m}, remain on the market and the corresponding equilib- 
rium prices are provided by (19), where q = m + 1, i.e., by (18). Q.E.D. 
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